• poems with no words!
• universal poems: poem-grafitti, poem-drowing, etc.

FLORENTIN
• poems in 3-dimensional
spaces;

SMARANDACHE

Multi-Structure and Multi-Space

• poems in BeltramijPoincarejHausdorffjetc. spaces:

• poems poetical models of ... mathematics: poem-theorem, poem-lemma.
Try the reverse way: to apply math (and generally speaking science) in arts and literature.
(There are famous people; as Lewis Carroll, Raymond Queneax, Ion Barbu, etc. mathematicians and writers simultaneously.)
Learn to deny (in a positive way) the masters and their work. Thus will progress our society.
Thus will make revolutionary steps towards infinite ... Look at some famous examples:
-Lobacevsky contradicted Euclid in 1826: "In geometry I find certain imperfections", he said
in his <Theory of Parallels>.

Smarandache:
“Collected
Papers”,
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-Riemann came
to contradict
both his predecessors
in 1854.
-Einstein
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contradicted Newton in early years of the XX-th century, saying that if an object

moves at velocity close to the speed of light, then time slows down, mass increases, and length
in the direction of motion decreases, and so on ...
Sometimes. people give new interpretations to old things... (and old interpretation to new
things)!
[Don't talk about the humanistic field (art, literature, philosophy, sociology, etc.), where to
reject other people's creation was and is being very co=on! And much easier, comparing
with the scientific field.]
What would be happened if everybody had obeyed the predecessors? (a stagnation).

MULTI-STRUCTURE and MULTI-SPACE.

I consider that life and practice do not deal with 'pure' spaces, but with a group of many
spaces, with a mixture of structures, a 'mongrel', a heterogeneity - the ardently preoccupation
is to reunite them! to constitute a multi-structure.

I thought to a multi-space also: fragments (potsherds) of spaces put together, say as an
example: Banach. Hausdorff, Tikhonov, compact, paracompact, Fock symmetric, Fock antisy=etric, path-connected, simply connected, dsecrete metric, indescrete pseodo-metric, etc.
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spaces that work together as a whole mechanism. The difficulty is to be the passage over 'frontiers' (borders between two dosjoint spaces); i.e. how can we organically tie a point PI from
a space 5, with a point P2 from a structurally opposite space 52? Does the problem become
more complicated when the spaces' sets are not disjoint?

Question 20:
Can you definej construct Euclidean spaces of non-integer or negative dimension? [If so, are
they connected in some way to Hausdorff's, or Kodaira's, Lebesgue's (of a normal space) algebraicjcohomological (of a topological space, a scheme, or an associative algebra)jhomologicalj
(of a topological space, or a module) etc. dimensjon(s)?]

Question 21:
Let's have the case of Euclid T Lobachevsky + Reiman geometric spaces (with corresponding
structures) into single space. What is the angles sum of a triangle with a vertex in each of these
spaces equal to? and is it the same anytimes?
Especialy to find a model of the below geometry would be interesting, or properties and apllications of it.
Paradoxically, the multi-, non-, or even anti- notions become after a while common notions.
Their mystery, shock, novelty enter in the room of obvious things. This is the route of any
invention and discovery.
Time is not uniform, but in a zigzag;
a today's truth will be the toomorrow's falsehood - and reciprocally, the opposite phenomena
are complementary and may not survive independently.
The every-day reality is a sumum or multitude of rules, some of them opposite each other,
accepted by ones and refused by others, on different surfaces of positive, negative, and null
Gauss's curvatures in the same time (especially on non-constant curvature surfaces).

Question 22:
After all, what mathematical apparatus to use for subsequent improvement of this theory?
[my defenition is elementary].
Logics without logics?
System without system? (will be a non-system or anti-system?)
Mathematics without mathematics!
World is an ordered disorder and disordered order! Homogeneity exists only in pure sciences
without our imagination, but practice is quite different from theory.
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There are systems with one axiom only [see Dr. Paul Welsh, "Primiti,,;ty in Mereology"
(I and II), in <Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic>, Vol. XIX, No. 1 and 3, January and
July 1978, pp.25-62 and 355-85; or B.Sobocinski, "A note on an axiom system of atomis:tic
meTeology", in <Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic>, Vol. XII, 1971, pp. 249-51.].
If one defines another system with a sole axiom, which is the negation of the previous axiom,
one gets an opposite theory.
Question 23:
Try to construct a consistent system of axioms, with infinitely many independent axioms,
in oder to define a Unlimited Theory. A theory to whom you may add at any time a new axiom
to develop it in all directions you like.
Question 24;
Try to construct a c"nsistent system of axioms based on a set with a single object (element).
(But if the set is ... empty?)

INCONSISTENT SYSTEMS OF AXIOMS and CONTRADICTORY
THEORY.
5 Let (a,), (a2), ... , (an), (b) be n + 1 independent axioms, with n :::: 1; and let b') be another
axiom contradictory to (b). We construct the system of n

[I]

+ 2 axioms:

(a,), (a2), ... , (an), (b), (b')

which is inconsistent. But this system may be shared into two consistent systems of independent
axioms

and

\Ve also consider the partial system of independent axioms

[P]

(a,), (a2).··., (an)·

Developing [P], we find many propositions (the<Jfems.lemmas) (PI), (P2), ... , (pm), by combinations of its axioms.
Developing [ej, we find all propositions of [P] (PI), (1'2), ... , (Pm), resulted by combinations
of (a,),(a2), ... ,(a n), plus other propositions (r,),(r2), ... ,(r,), results by combination of (0)
with any of (a,),(a2), ... ,(a").
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